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Editorial Policy
Benchmarks is published bimonthly by New Mexico Professional Surveyors.  Unless copyrighted, articles may 
be reprinted in other professional publications provided that proper attribution is made to the author and to this 
publication.  All submissions are welcome and should be made directly to the editor at barryphillips.pls@
gmail.com.  Submission of an article does not guarantee publication.  We reserve the right to edit all submitted 
material, and no material will be returned.  The opinions expressed are those of the author and are not necessarily 
those of NMPS, its officers, members, or associates.  

EDITORIAL
Benchmarks - September 2019

Dear fellow surveyors and all from other related disciplines,

Hope your summer has been great thus far, seems to be over so quickly especially in the light of all the work that 
everyone has been engaged in. With the end of summer comes the return to all forms of schooling and the con-
tinuing emphasis on education, both in recruitment and scholastic aspects. We have included some of the material 
that our members have been busy promoting in an effort to attract more students to surveying, as eluded to by 
Mark Marrujo.Then there is the distinguished Educators Award that you can read about included in this issue. 
Our more senior students from CNM and NMSU have also been generously giving of their time in trying to attract 
students and spread the word on the many opportunities available in the spatial data and geomatics fields.

It was great news to hear that the NMSU Geomatics/Surveying Engineering program has won the NCEES 
Surveying Education Award. We have some hot off the press words and photos of the recognition that this has 
brought about.Well done to the faculty and staff in the geomatics department for this great achievement.

There has also been a call to all the members of NMPS to provide input regarding the International versus United 
States Survey Foot and beyond that to the NGS geometric reference frame and geopotential datum in 2022 and State 
Plane Coordinates 2022 (SPC2022). I know there are some that have responded as individuals but I know that some 
of the chapters are struggling to get input. Please seriously consider contacting your chapter presidents and let your 
position be known.

It was good to see Chris Pappas pop up out of the (BLUE) Ridge Parkway and to see that he is prospering well in the 
thickets of Virginia- Chris is still involved hence his trip back to New Mexico for the last NMPS Board meeting
- thanks Chris!

Jack Kesler is still busy adding to and refining his great work involving the suite of programs for the TI84 series of 
calculators- we thank him for his continuous efforts. John Stock has also weighed in on what seems to be a perpetual 
thorny subject and some really good insight as regarding carrying a firearm.

With the ever improving Drone (UAS) and software development going on we have included a cautionary yet 
positive article on the finer details of the photogrammetric aspects of UAV surveying. Dr. Qassim  Abdullah, PhD
has some good insight as to the principles to consider when taking on this kind of  exciting work.

Front cover: NCEES awarded the New Mexico State 
University Geomatics/Surveying Engineering program 
the $25,000 grand prize. Dr Ruinian Jiang, Dr. Ahmed 
Elaksher, Kery Greiner and David Acosta.
Back cover: Johnny Jed Skelton holding a Schonstedt 
Magnetic Locator, west of Chama about a mile in the 
Martin and Borders Subdivision within the Tierra Amarilla 
Land Grant looking north into the Sargent Reserve. Photo 
sent in by Keith Stickford, North Star Land Surveying.

Here's to a wonderful fall season to all of 
you and thanks to those for keeping the 
articles and great photos coming in. 

On a more somber note we were all 
saddened to hear of the passing of one of the 
longest serving professionals in the State of 
New Mexico - Jack Horne will be missed.            

Barry  Δ 
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President’s 
Angle

Mark L. Marrujo, PS
(2019 NMPS President) 

August 2019

Benchmarks - September 2019

It is already September and monsoon season is upon us.  A brief story on the topic of rain.  As I was 
starting my career in surveying and being the observant person I am, I learned quick from others in 
the field that when the rain clouds are coming and you feel a drop or two that you pack it up and head 
for the vehicle before it gets worse.  If it looks like it will pass over you wait it out and get back to 
work, if not you call it a day and head in.  The reason was simple to me, surveyors don’t work in the 
rain.  I would joke about it by saying that surveyors must melt in the rain.  What became funnier to me, 
was that growing up one of the names my family endured was “brujo” being that our last name was 
Marrujo.  It wasn’t a big deal or anything that ever concerned me, but then it hit me after becoming a 
surveyor, brujo translated from Spanish to English is a witch and witches melt in the rain.  Finally it 
all made sense, surveyors must come from a lineage of witches, and that I was born to be a surveyor 
and didn’t even know it.

Now moving on, I would like to recognize the matter of outreach and recruitment in surveying.  This 
topic has been not only at the forefront in New Mexico and NMSU, but nationwide.  The numbers of 
newly registered surveyors is not equaling the numbers of registered surveyors retiring and the gap 
will continue to grow if surveyors do not become actively involved in promoting our profession.  I 
know this is easier said than done, but for a science that hasn’t been fueling itself we have to be willing 
to join the efforts of those who are actively engaging this challenge for sustainability and progression.  
I would like to recognize two of our own NMPS members, Kery Greiner and David Acosta, for their 
hard work and efforts in outreach and recruitment for our profession.  Please read their article in this 
Benchmarks and others to follow to see how you can contribute to outreach and recruitment efforts 
in your area of the state.  The article in this Benchmarks is a guideline for Outreach & Recruitment 
to Middle and High Schools.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,
Mark L. Marrujo, PS
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Foot versus Foot – Still Kicking the Can? 
Earl F. Burkholder, PS, PE, F.ASCE 

Global COGO, Inc. – Las Cruces, NM 
eburk@globalcogo.com and www.globalcogo.com  

July 2019 
 
The meter is the universal standard of length used by most countries of the world. The foot is a unit of 
length divided into 12 inches and fractions. The foot is also decimally divided and is the form used by 
most surveyors in the United States. According to the internet (which may or may not be wrong), only 
three countries in world do not use the metric system – Liberia, Myanmar, and the United States - see 
 

https://www.zmescience.com/other/map-of-countries-officially-not-using-the-metric-system/ 
 
There are many reasons why the United States is not “metric” and many reasons why we should be.  But 
that is not the point in this article. This article concedes that feet will probably continue to be used by 
many United States surveyors. But the point here is that, if not meters, we should be using the 
International Foot.  
 
This issue is brought up for discussion now because the National Geodetic Survey (NGS) is attempting to 
avoid “kicking the can” again by stipulating that, with publication of the 2022 datum, the U.S. Survey 
Foot will no longer be included in the definitions of the various state plane coordinate system zones. 
Regardless of personal preferences, every surveyor should view the presentation by Dr. Michael Dennis 
from NGS. He lays out excellent arguments in favor of the International Foot but notes that NGS would 
much rather use persuasion rather than coercion. The U.S. Survey Foot is not being abandoned but will 
join the ranks of other previously used units such as chains, links, rods, and the vara. The historical 
significance of those previous units will not be diminished, but recognition and use of the International 
Foot will bring a desirable measure of standardization to what is now a confusing array of units.   
 

https://www.ngs.noaa.gov/web/science_edu/webinar_series/fate-of-us-survey-foot.shtml  
 
Please don’t misunderstand, starting with its first Director, Ferdinand Hassler who brought his own 
standard meter with him to the United States in 1804, the NGS has always performed their work in 
meters. As described by Dr. Dennis with additional detail provided by Andro Linklater in “Measuring 
America,” the timeline for the physical “standard” and the development of the legal status of the meter 
in the United States gets to be rather convoluted. The link to the NGS webinar (above) and the link to 
Linklater’s work (below) both provide valuable insight and speak to the standardization issue.   
 

https://www.amazon.com/Measuring-America-United-Greatest-History/dp/1400130905  
 
Subject to additional detail as provided in the preceding links, a summary includes: 
 

1. The length of the meter was established in the 1790s as 1/10,000,000 of the arc distance from 
the Equator to the North Pole as determined by a geodetic survey in France. 
 

2. In the early 1800s, prototype meter bars were made and widely distributed. 
 

3. Although the meter has been used as the standard of length for geodetic surveys in the United 
States since establishment of the federal agency Survey of the Coast  (predecessor to the NGS) in 

Foot versus Foot – Still Kicking the Can?
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1807, the meter length unit was declared legal for trade in the United States in 1866.  The 
relationship between the foot and meter was stated in 1866 to be 39.37 feet = 12 meters exactly. 
 

4. Leading up to and during World War II; Canada, the United States, and Great Britain each used a 
slightly different relationship between the foot and the meter. 

 
US:   1.00 meter = 39.37 inches or 1 inch = 2.540005 cm 
England:     1 inch = 2.539997 cm 
Canada:     1 inch = 2.540000 cm 

 
5. Following WWII, machinists and aircraft mechanics, working under the auspices of NATO, 

discovered that parts of aircraft engines built according to the same blueprints were not 
interchangeable due to differences in unit definitions. The compromise reached adopted the 
Canadian relationship to be known as the International Foot (1 ft = 0.3048 m exactly).   
 

6. However, to avoid recomputing and republishing thousand of existing state plane coordinates, 
the United States retained use of 12 meters = 39.37 feet and that long-standing relationship 
became the U.S. Survey Foot. As pointed out by Dr. Dennis, a 1959 Federal Register Notice 
stated that the U.S. Survey Foot should be used “until such time as it becomes desirable to 
readjust the basic geodetic networks in the United States, after which the ratio of a yard, equal 
to 0.9144 meter shall apply.” Dr. Dennis also notes that NGS “kicked the can” when the NAD 83 
was published and acquiesced to those states insisting on continued use of the U.S. Survey Foot 
with the NAD 83 datum. The U.S. Constitution clearly states that fixing “the Standards of 
Weights and Measures” is one of the powers granted to Congress.  
 

7. In 1960, the Eleventh General Conference of Weights and Measures redefined the meter, but not 
its length.  The Redefinition made it possible to duplicate a 1-meter distance in terms of 
wavelengths of Krypton 86 gas instead of duplicating the distance between two marks on a bar. 
 

8. The definition for realizing the length of the meter was changed again in 1983 – this time in terms 
of the distance light will travel in a vacuum in a very short time interval, 1/299,792,458 seconds. 
That is equivalent to saying that, in a vacuum, light will travel 299,792,458 meters in one second.   

 
When the NAD 27 datum was readjusted and published as the NAD 83, the legislative intent was for the 
International Foot to be used as an alternate to meters.  Recognizing that, a number of states included the 
International Foot in the state plane coordinate legislation written and adopted to accommodate the NAD 
83.  Other states objected and ultimately won.  A notice dated May 16, 1988 published in the Federal 
Register closes by saying, “The effect of this notice is to allow the U.S. Survey Foot to be used indefinitely for 
surveying and mapping in the United States.  No other part of the 1959 notice is in any way affected by this 
notice.”  Was that “kicking the can?” Dr. Dennis notes that the 1988 Federal Register Notice is a request for 
feedback and that a decision on the matter would be made pending analysis of public comment. He claims 
that decision has never been made.  
 
The upshot is that NAD 83 state plane coordinates in the United States may be meters, U.S. Survey Feet, or 
International Feet.  In the webinar Dr. Dennis states clearly that the current dilemma is a direct result of 
inaction by NGS. In my opinion, NGS is to be commended for laying out the issue so candidly and resolving 
to make things better for the future. Publication of the 2022 datum is the ideal time to do that. Δ
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Greetings from Virginia,
As some of you know I have moved back to Virginia to take care of 
some family matters.  It is a different world here surveying with all of the 
vegetation.  Here is a photo of me surveying on the Blue Ridge Parkway.  It 
is a beautiful area and I am getting reacquainted with the poison ivy and 
ticks again.
Chris Pappas

Northwestern New Mexico 
surveyor seeks qualified 

assistance either as 
employee, partner or 

collaborator. Located in the 
Cuba area. A licensed 

surveyor, or a person close to 
being licensed, 

preferred. Cad experience is 
essential.  

Contact: Keith Stickford
575-289-9111 or 

northstarlandsurveyingnm@
gmail.com.
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SOLVING VERTICAL CURVES  
USING THE METRIC SYSTEM 

WITH A TI84P HANDHELD. 
BY 

JACK M. KESLER 
7/29/2019 

 
INTRODUCTION: 
 When a change in grade of more than 0.5% occurs at a PVI , a vertical curve is 
required. The following equations and program are for a symmetric  vertical curve and 
require the entry and exit grades together with the proposed length of the vertical curve. 
A vertical curve is a parabolic curve. When the grades form a peak or hill at the PVI 
then the curve is a crest curve and likewise if a dip or valley is formed the curve is a sag 
curve. The grades are input as percent and the length is in meters. The PVI elevation 
and station are given as well. Refer to the Vertical plots attached for the nomenclature 
used. 
 
EQUATIONS FOR SYMMETRIC TANGENT CURVES: 
 
 Definitions: 
 PVI = Point of vertical intersection of the tangent grade lines. 
 BVC= Beginning of the vertical curve. 
 EVC= End of the vertical curve. 
 L= Length of the vertical curve in meters 
 G1= initial roadway grade in percent. 
 G2= final roadway grade in percent. 
 R= G2-G1 
  

The curve is defined by a parabola where: 
 Y= elevation on curve. 
 X= station. 

𝑌 = 𝑐 ∗ 𝑋2 + 𝑏 ∗ 𝑋 + 𝑎 

𝑅 = 𝐺2 − 𝐺1
𝐿  

𝑐 = 𝑅
2 

𝑏 = 𝐺1 
𝑎 = 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝐵𝑉𝐶 

 
LIST: L[3]: 
LST3[1] = L/Interval 
LST3[2] = G1 in percent = b. 
LST3[3] = G2 in percent. 
LST3[4] = PVI elevation in (m). 
LST3[5] = R as defined above. 
LST3[6] = e = (G2-G1)*(L/100)/8 
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LST3{7] = PVI station. 
LST3[8] = BVC station. 
LST3[9] = BVC elevation = a 
LST3[10] = EVC elevation. 
LST3[11] = EVC station. 
LST3(12) = Length in meters (L) 
LST3(13) = Design interval 10m, 20m, 40m, 
LST3(14) = L/100 or 1/10 station 
 
SAMPLE PROBLEM FOR SYMMETRIC CURVE: 
 
Given: 
L=240m, G1= -3.629%, G2= 0.151%, PVI station= 5+265.000 (5265.000 and PVI 
elevatiom = 350.52m. Note the stations are in kilometer station form 5 =- 1000m. 
. 
Terms of the equation: 

𝑐 = 0.7875 
b =-3.629 

a = 354.875 
 

L3[]: 
12 LENGTH IN STAS 

-3.629000 G1 IN PERCENT 
0.151000 G2 IN PERCENT 

350.520 
PVI ELEVATION 

(M) 
1.575000 R 
1.134000 E 
5265.000 PVI STATION 
5145.000 BVC STATION 

354.87480 BVC ELEVATION 
350.70120 EVC ELEVATION 
5385.000 EVC STATION 

240 LENGTH  IN (M) 
20 STA INTERVAL  M) 

2.40 L/100 
 

 
SOLUTION FOR CURVE MATRIX G[]: 
 

STATION X/100 ELEV (M) 
5145.000 0.00 354.875 
5160.000 0.15 354.348 
5180.000 0.35 353.701 
5200.000 0.55 353.117 
5220.000 0.75 352.596 
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5240.000 0.95 352.138 
5260.000 1.15 351.743 
5280.000 1.35 351.411 
5300.000 1.55 351.142 
5320.000 1.75 350.936 
5340.000 1.95 350.793 
5360.000 2.15 350.713 
5380.000 2.35 350.696 
5385.000 2.40 350.701 

 
 When asked under menu item STATIONS for the beginning station it is left to the 
user to determine the first full station following the BVC based upon the chosen interval. 
For example: 5+160 for 10m, 20m and 40m  Note the difference is 15m for 10, 20 & 40.  
 

To compute the maximum or minimum value of the curve use the following: 
 

𝑋 = −𝑏
2 ∗ 𝑎 

𝑌 𝑏𝑦 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛. 
ANSWERS: 

X(STA)=5+146.152  Y= 352.78 
This is a low point. 

 
 If 2*R is greater than 0 the point is the lowest and if Less than 0 then the point is 
the highest. 
 
 The above results are determined using the Calculus and the derivations are: 
 
CONSTANTS FOR PARABOLA EQUATION: 
Given that the rate of change of the slopes for a parabola is constant then:  
 

𝑑2𝑌
𝑑𝑋2 = 𝑟 (𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡) 

 
By integration then the boundary value solution is: 
 

𝑑𝑌
𝑑𝑋 = 𝑟 ∗ 𝑋 + 𝐶 

 
When X = 0 then: 
 

𝐺1 = 0 + 𝐶 
 

And when X = L then: 
 

𝐺2 = 𝑟 ∗ 𝐿 + 𝐶 
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Or: 
 

𝑟 = 𝐺2 − 𝐺1
𝐿  

 
So:   
 

𝑑𝑌
𝑑𝑋 = �𝐺2 − 𝐺1

𝐿 � ∗ 𝑋 + 𝐺1 
 

By integration again then: 
 

𝑌 = �𝐺2 − 𝐺1
𝐿 � ∗ 𝑋

2

2 + 𝐺1 ∗ 𝑋 + 𝐶� 
 

When X=0 then Y = BVC elevation, hence the equation is: 
 

𝑌 = �𝐺2 − 𝐺1
𝐿 � ∗ 𝑋

2

2 + 𝐺1 ∗ 𝑋 + 𝐵𝑉𝐶 𝐸𝐿𝐸𝑉 
 

To find the maximum or minimum find the first derivative and set it = 0 which yields the 
equation given. The second derivative gives the sign for the max or min. If the second 
derivative is positive it is a minimum and vice versa. 
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CARRYING FOR SURVEYORS
by John Stock

In light of the recent tragic national events I thought it was time to write about a subject that is not 
pure surveying but could easily be related. Its about firearms. Mainly carrying a firearm in the field for 
defensive purposes. This is not as simple as it sounds. There can be serious consequences to this 
action. I don’t care whether you have been dipped in the culture of firearms your whole grown life or 
just lately feel the need to be protected. Many people go out to a sporting goods store or gun shop and 
buy a pistol and then do nothing but carry it around or stick it in the nightstand (bad idea) and forget 
it. It is time to be reminded that with said weapon comes the control over life and death of somebody 
else.

As surveyors in the wild and uncut carrying a firearm in the open is fairly common. Usually it is a large 
and powerful pistol. Maybe they know how to use it and maybe they don’t. It just makes them “feel 
better”. For surveyors in urban environments it can and should be smaller and concealable. There’s 
a rub here. First ,does your firm allow this? Probably not. There are insurance and company policy 
blocks that most likely preclude doing this. Second, do you really know what you are doing and the 
consequences of deadly force? Time to read and study.

Then make a LEGAL decision about carrying. Study your state laws and comply 100% of the time. 
By the way do not trust the magazines that publish articles about citizens successfully defending 
themselves. As Paul Harvey would say there’s “The rest of the story”. If a good citizen “wins” a 
confrontation that could be the first step in a horrible and very expensive legal process namely a civil 
action brought by some shoe and sock lawyer on behalf of the family of the poor dead, misunderstood 
downtrodden soul that tried to kill you. This is if you don’t do hard time for manslaughter which could  
forbid you from ever owning a firearm again. They can come after every asset you have to make the 
“victims” whole. You can also be branded a ”killer”. How will your friends and colleagues treat you 
now?
 
So we go back to the field. Outside the city and talking to land owners about permission to enter or 
seeking information on boundary etc.they should never see a firearm. Leave it in the truck. The same 
theory applies in urban environments. Concealed means CONCEALED. Nobody should see you are 
carrying and that includes the “printing” under your covering garment that close inspection would 
indicate a firearm on your person. In the summertime this takes a real effort. This is just being smart. 
You never know who is a 2nd Amendment supporter or just the opposite and would freak out if they 
saw the imprint of a gun under your cover.

Now to the technology itself. Pistols that are carried are defensive, last resort, close range weapons.  
They are extremely hard to master especially under stressful situations. Again, they take study, prac-
tice and a thorough knowledge of their operation and limitations. If you’re going to carry you need to 
do it right, to first survive and second to limit the consequences stated above.  Δ

John Stock is a retired surveyor and regular contributor to Benchmarks. He has been in the firearms 
culture all his grown life as a hunter, competitor and instructor.
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Harnessing Drones the Photogrammetric Way
Article by Dr. Abdullah

Source: The original version of this article appeared in the May issue of the journal PE&RS 
and in the August issue of 

https://www.xyht.com/aerialuas/harnessing-drones-the-photogrammetric-way/

Considering that UAS are just another platform to carry sensors, new mappers should embrace
merging photogrammetric techniques and practices with innovations by the computer-vision
community to produce scientifically sound mapping products.

The geospatial community is witnessing a golden era of innovation when it comes to sensor
technologies, data-processing power, and modeling  algorithms. We are taking advantage of a revolution 
in electronics  and  integrated circuitry, data-processing techniques and algorithms, sensor manufacturing, 
and geo-location technologies.

These innovations have positively affected our industry, but they also have resulted in negative 
implications when it comes to standards of practice. The ease of use of sensors and processing software 
has made mapping with UAS easy for a nonprofessional. The skills and educational requirements usually 
required to practice the mapping profession are no longer needed to operate such software at a basic 
level.

The slow technological evolution of years past offered the right environment for the theoretical and 
practical aspects of the profession to mature. It also allowed time for professionals to develop best
practices for reliable mapping production processes.

Above: The Inspire 2 drone, using a Zenmuse X7 sensor and 16mm lens, captured this 
high-resolution image of County Line Road in Beavercreek, Ohio. Credit: Woolpert.
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Above: The Inspire 2 drone, using a Zenmuse X7 sensor and 16mm lens, captured this high-resolution
image of County Line Road in Beavercreek, Ohio. Credit: Woolpert.

The geospatial community is witnessing a golden era of innovation when it comes to sensor
technologies, data-processing power, and modeling algorithms. We are taking advantage of a
revolution in electronics and integrated circuitry, data-processing techniques and algorithms, sensor
manufacturing, and geo-location technologies.

These innovations have positively affected our industry, but they also have resulted in negative
implications when it comes to standards of practice. The ease of use of sensors and processing
software has made mapping with UAS easy for a nonprofessional. The skills and educational
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Introducing drones to our industry is an example of a fast-moving technological evolution, begging
questions like:

 Did this introduction come too quickly?

 Were we unprepared for it?

 Was the use of this technology faster than the pace of our research and development capability
 could handle?

These are good questions, but they are too often overlooked. What inexperienced people see is that the
technology enables them to produce nice-looking maps without huge investments in the needed
hardware and software.

Early Drone Mapping

Success at the early stage was mainly driven by affordability, ease of operation, and the many engaging 
uses of drones. One of these uses includes the bird’s-eye imaging capability that encourages people to 
purchase a low-cost drone and start acquiring aerial imagery over nearly anywhere.

That wasn’t problematic until some drone operators thought they could go a little further by offering 
professional mapping services. This leap is due in part to the image-processing software packages on the 
market that made the task of stitching images and producing attractive mosaics as easy as purchasing a 
drone.

Such software was designed to streamline the complicated map-making process and enable novice 
users to produce mapping products, including seamless orthorectified mosaics and digital surface models, 
regardless of their experience with the map-making process.

Offering the capability of processing UAS-derived imagery is a huge service to the mapping-by-drones
community when practiced correctly and professionally. The software allows affordable mapping 
products to be produced from drone imagery, unlike conventional photogrammetric processing software 
which would be prohibitively expensive.

Photogrammetry versus SfM

Some traditional photogrammetric software cannot easily handle the excessive sensor-orientation
angles that are usually caused by the wind effect on the lightweight body of a small UAS. Most
traditional photogrammetric software does not fully utilize the principle of structure from motion
(SfM), which is efficient in estimating the geometry of a block of imagery obtained by drones.

The SfM method solves the camera positions and scene geometry simultaneously, using a bundle
adjustment of highly redundant measurements based on matching features in multiple overlapping
images acquired from different locations. In contrast, the conventional photogrammetric approach
requires ideally consistent camera properties and prior knowledge of camera positions or a ground
control network.
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Although unintentional in some cases, incidents over the last few years reveal clear abuses to map-
making standards and practices when it comes to UAS. Many of the UAS-operator-turned-mappers
are often excited by the term “SfM,” and some agencies have started calling the team or the unit involved 
in processing of drone imagery, “The SfM Department.” Some drone-operator-turned mappers claim
that photogrammetric practices and methods are no longer needed when using the SfM approach.

Many of this new generation of mappers neglect the fact that drones are just a new platform that just
happens to be unmanned. The imaging process is executed by cameras that are based on the same
principle and design of the cameras that have been operated for decades. These cameras are no different 
than the traditional ones flown on manned aircraft.

Standard practices should still be applied. As a matter of fact, consumer-grade cameras, such as those
used on drones, inherit more problems than high-end metric mapping cameras.

Consumer-grade cameras are low-cost, non-metric cameras with low-quality lenses and shutters. The
global positioning system (GPS) used with these cameras is frequently based on the less-accurate,
single-frequency receiver. Performing camera calibration and modeling GPS timing and positioning
error techniques were perfected by the photogrammetric community over the last few decades.

Moreover, bundle block adjustment, least squares, and adjusting products to fit datum and coordinates
systems were not the inventions of the SfM scientists. These are the results of decades of hard work by 
the extensive community of geodesists, photogrammetrists, and mapping scientists.

Software based on SfM principles is great for constructing a 3D scene and producing a 3D product, but 
without borrowing some photogrammetric principles in camera self-calibration, geo-located bundle block 
adjustment, least squares errors distribution, and modeling of GPS/inertial measurement unit (IMU) shift 
and drift, the derived products will be anything but positionally accurate.

Proper Knowledge Needed

I plead to the new community of mappers to embrace the new reality of merging photogrammetric
techniques and practices with innovations by the computer-vision community to produce scientifically
sound mapping products. Relying on push-button, black-box-based processing alone is a risky under-
taking, since the mapping process and imaging sensors are complicated. Users eventually will run into 
situations where only proper knowledge of photogrammetric and mapping principles will be able to 
produce a quality product.

The mapping community offers tremendous opportunities for these new mapping practitioners through
many American Society of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS) workshops and certifications. 
Several schools around the country also offer good online classes on geospatial and photogrammetric 
sciences.

To be able to build accurate mapping product lines from drones, you need more than the drone pilot
license. Drone pilots should reach out to the greater community of mappers and surveyors to help you
navigate through this complex yet fascinating world of map-making.
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Accuracy

With that said, let us dig into the reality of whether these low-cost cameras can produce accurate
mapping products. Several publications present conflicting conclusions on the accuracy of products
derived from UAS, some of which present ridiculously unrealistic and exaggerated claims.

In my opinion, and based on the results of my own research, products derived from UAS can be
accurate if and only if users understand the conditions that result in accurate bundle block adjustment.
Anyone can produce a nice-looking map using the SfM-based software because they are known for ease 
of use. However, not everyone can produce an attractive and accurate map that a licensed professional 
would endorse.

To get an accurate map, you need to satisfy basic criteria, including:

The imagery must be acquired at the highest quality possible to satisfy the following conditions:
 
 • taken during good light and weather conditions;
 
 • free from shadow or cloud shadow as much as possible;

 • not taken with an overly wide-angle lens, such as a fish-eye lens (wider lens is characterized by
 increased lens distortion resulting in degraded image quality);

 • taken with a camera with a global shutter to minimize the image blurring effect (rolling shutters  
 tend to degrade image quality);

 • flown with 80% forward lap and 60% to 70% side lap. Such high overlap is necessary to 
 increase the reliability figures in the photogrammetric solution while providing optimum 
 condition for multi-rays’photogrammetry.

A minimum of five to nine ground control points should be well distributed across the project area and
are surveyed to the required accuracy.

The processing software should be capable of modeling and correcting camera internal parameters and
GPS/IMU anomalies or errors.

Operators should use a UAS with a dual frequency receiver and post-process kinematic capability.

Four Success Factors

Low-altitude and high-resolution imagery

Low-altitude imaging not only results in high-resolution imagery (Figure 1), but it also minimizes the
effect of the altitude errors on the derived products. After the aerial triangulation solution, there will
always be residual errors in the computed camera attitudes angles.
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Figure 1: High-resolution imagery from
a UAS with a resolution of 2.0 cm.

The effect of such errors on the derived products is
linearly proportional to the flying altitude, as illustrated in
Figure 2 and the following equations:

∆Y = H · tan ∆ (1)

∆Y = H · tan ∆ (2) where,

∆ = Omega error

∆ = Phi error

∆Y = Position error caused by error in Omega

∆X = Position error caused by error in Phi

H = Flying altitude.

Figure 2: First order estimation of ground error from aerial photogrammetry.

As Equations 1 and 2 demonstrate, the higher we fly the sensor, the more errors are introduced in the
positions of the derived products. Figure 2 illustrates the influence of flying altitude on the estimated
products’ accuracy derived from photogrammetry or lidar. With manned aircraft, we usually fly
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The effect of such errors on the derived products 
is linearly proportional to the flying altitude, as 
illustrated in Figure 2 and the following equations:

Figure 1: High-resolution imagery from a 
UAS with a resolution of 2.0 cm.

As Equations 1 and 2 demonstrate, the higher we fly the sensor, the more errors are introduced in the
positions of the derived products. Figure 2 illustrates the influence of flying altitude on the estimated
products’ accuracy derived from photogrammetry or lidar. With manned aircraft, we usually fly around 
3000 feet to 10,000 feet above ground level, while most of UAS missions are conducted from an altitude 
of 70 feet to 200 feet. Such low-altitude results in lower positional errors caused by the errors in sensor 
orientation angles determination from aerial triangulation.

Figure 2: First order estimation of ground error from aerial photogrammetry.
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To illustrate the impact of flying altitude on resulting accuracy, Table 1 lists the estimated horizontal
positional errors caused by an error of 15 arc seconds in omega and phi during the aerial triangulation
process (as computed using Equations 1 and 2). Such remaining error in the camera orientation
determination is expected, and the value of 15 arc seconds is realistic even for high-quality aerial
triangulation adjustment. Table 1 clearly shows that those positional errors remain low for UAS flights
(i.e. flown under 400 feet) but are much higher for typical imaging missions using manned aircraft.

Small project size

The smaller size of projects associated with UAS acquisition helps minimize the error sources in the
bundle block adjustment and eventually results in a better management for the error modeling during
adjustment.

In addition, smaller project size translates to fewer number of images and therefore a better ratio of
images to ground control points, assuming ground control points are used in the block adjustment.

Image redundancy 

UAS-based imagery is usually flown with excessive forward and side overlap. Such increased overlap
results in increased “reliability figure,” an important measure for estimating the quality and the fidelity of 
the photogrammetric solution. Figure 3 illustrates a ground control point that appeared in 40 images in a 
project whose flight plan is illustrated at the left side of the figure. 
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UAS-based imagery is usually flown with excessive forward and side overlap. Such increased overlap
results in increased “reliability figure,” an important measure for estimating the quality and the
fidelity of the photogrammetric solution. Figure 3 illustrates a ground control point that appeared in 40
images in a project whose flight plan is illustrated at the left side of the figure.

Figure 3: Left: Flight plan of the project. Right: 40 images of one ground
control point from aerial photogrammetry.

In addition to strengthening the reliability figure in the solution, image redundancy provides the right
environment for processing software that utilizes the concept of multi-ray photogrammetry, which
results in a better aerial triangulation solution and better products.

Processing software and matching algorithms

Software such as Pix4D, Metashape (formerly Photo- scan), and SimActive COR- RELATOR3D
should share the credit for the fast integration of drones by the mapping industry. Some of these
software packages utilize the SfM approach to resolve drone imagery geometry. Some utilize highly
advanced matching algorithms, such as Scale-Invariant Feature Transform, Speeded-Up Robust
Features, and SemiGlobal Matching, which result in the highest quality tie/pass points for aerial
triangulation and surface models.

Figure 4 illustrates the sheer number of tie/pass points generated for one UAS-based image. This
density of tie/pass points, with an average of 1000 to 2000 points per image, is unprecedented, as
conventional photogrammetric practices result in only up to nine tie/pass points per image (or six Von
Gruber points per stereo model).

Figure 3: Left: 
Flight plan of 
the project. 
Right: 40 

images of one 
ground

control point 
from aerial 
photogram-

metry.
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In addition to strengthening the reliability figure in the solution, image redundancy provides the right
environment for processing software that utilizes the concept of multi-ray photogrammetry, which
results in a better aerial triangulation solution and better products.

Processing software and matching algorithms

Software such as Pix4D, Metashape (formerly Photo- scan), and SimActive COR- RELATOR3D should
share the credit for the fast integration of drones by the mapping industry. Some of these software 
packages utilize the SfM approach to resolve drone imagery geometry. Some utilize highly advanced 
matching algorithms, such as Scale-Invariant Feature Transform, Speeded-Up Robust Features, and 
SemiGlobal Matching, which result in the highest quality tie/pass points for aerial triangulation and 
surface models.

Figure 4 illustrates the sheer number of tie/pass points generated for one UAS-based image. This density 
of tie/pass points, with an average of 1000 to 2000 points per image, is unprecedented, as conventional 
photogrammetric practices result in only up to nine tie/pass points per image (or six Von Gruber points 
per stereo model). continue on page 22..............
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Figure 4: Distribution of matched tie/pass points (represented as
orange + symbols) in a drone image.

Having such high number of tie/pass points contributes to a high-fidelity bundle block solution. Figure
5 illustrates the high quality of digital surface model generated by these new matching algorithms.

Figure 5: High-quality point clouds from consumer-grade camera
imagery.

Having such high number of tie/pass points contributes to a high-fidelity bundle block solution. Figure
5 illustrates the high quality of digital surface model generated by these new matching algorithms.

Figure 4: Distribution of matched tie/pass points (represented as orange + 
symbols) in a drone image.

Figure 5: High-quality point clouds from consumer-grade camera imagery.
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Having such high number of tie/pass points contributes to a high-fidelity bundle block solution. Figure
5 illustrates the high quality of digital surface model generated by these new matching algorithms.

Figure 5: High-quality point clouds from consumer-grade camera
imagery.
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Advanced error modeling capabilities

Most processing software used for UAS-based imagery employs sophisticated error modeling
algorithms to compensate for the shortcomings of the consumer-grade cameras and the low-cost GPS
and IMU devices. Performing camera self-calibration during the bundle block adjustment solution is
crucial to the success of any UAS mapping mission.

Modeling errors in sensor position due to the low-grade GPS receivers used with many low-cost UAS
is no less important than the camera self-calibration process. Camera self-calibration is a well-known
technique developed during the last few decades within the photogrammetric community and is
adopted by the new UAS image-processing software. Developers of these new software need to adopt
the techniques developed by the photogrammetric community to model GPS and IMU shifts and
drifts.

UAS and ASPRS Mapping Standards

Many times I am faced with the question of whether I should accept mapping products from UAS. My
answer is yes, as long as you consider the following common-sense practices:

1) Make sure that the data provider follows a stringent photogrammetric workflow and is aware of 
the four criteria listed above for producing accurate mapping products.

2) Always remember that the derived product will never be as or more accurate than the ground 
control points used in the photogrammetric process to generate the product.

3) Demand that the products meet an industry mapping accuracy standard. For this, I suggest specifying 
the new “ASPRS Positional Accuracy Standards for Digital Geospatial Data” in the contract. This is the 
only standard designed for digital geospatial data. The new ASPRS mapping accuracy standards sim-
plify the process while providing legal protection in case the data producer fails to meet the data quality 
requirements specified in the contract.

Once you specify the accuracy for the final products in the contract, the new standards set the required
accuracies that need to be achieved during the various phases of product generation. For example, the
standards set the required accuracy for the ground control points and the accuracy of aerial triangula-
tion without specifying it in the contract (Figure 6).
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Figure 6: The new ASPRS standards and products accuracy criteria.

The standards also specify the accuracy of the check points to be used to verify the delivered product
accuracy and will dictate a formal accuracy statement to be provided by the data provider.

Although some of the drone-based product providers advocate the new ASPRS standards when
marketing their products, they pay little attention to the meaning of product accuracy as specified by
the ASPRS standards. Frequently they claim their products are produced to meet an accuracy of 1 cm
or better. This claim is problematic for the following reasons:

Product accuracy according to ASPRS standards must satisfy the following conditions:

1) Accuracy should be assessed by using a set of independent-surveyed (or derived from other
sources) ground check points that are more accurate than the tested products. Independent check
points are ground control points that are not used in the aerial triangulation for that project.

2) For a valid statistical sample, there should be at least 20 check points used in the accuracy
assessment regardless of the project size.

3) Check points should be at least three times more accurate than the tested product.

Besides violating the ASPRS standards conditions on accuracy evaluation, many of those providers
report the results of the ground control fit in aerial triangulation to express their products accuracy.
This is the wrong approach as the aerial triangulation subjects the ground control points to a stringent

Figure 6: The new ASPRS standards and products accuracy criteria.

The standards also specify the accuracy of the check points to be used to verify the delivered product
accuracy and will dictate a formal accuracy statement to be provided by the data provider.

False Accuracy Claims

Although some of the drone-based product providers advocate the new ASPRS standards when 
marketing their products, they pay little attention to the meaning of product accuracy as specified by the 
ASPRS standards. Frequently they claim their products are produced to meet an accuracy of 1 cm or 
better. This claim is problematic for the following reasons:

Wrong approach for accuracy evaluation

Product accuracy according to ASPRS standards must satisfy the following conditions:

1) Accuracy should be assessed by using a set of independent-surveyed (or derived from other
sources) ground check points that are more accurate than the tested products. Independent check
points are ground control points that are not used in the aerial triangulation for that project.

2) For a valid statistical sample, there should be at least 20 check points used in the accuracy
assessment regardless of the project size.

3) Check points should be at least three times more accurate than the tested product.

Besides violating the ASPRS standards conditions on accuracy evaluation, many of those providers
report the results of the ground control fit in aerial triangulation to express their products accuracy.
This is the wrong approach as the aerial triangulation subjects the ground control points to a stringent 
constraint, which disqualifies it as an independent check point.

For Planimetric Mapping Products

According to the new ASPRS positional accuracy standards, for an orthorectified image or planimetric
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vector mapping product to be produced to meet a horizontal accuracy of 1 cm, the following conditions 
need to be satisfied:

1) The ground control used for the aerial triangulation process needs to be surveyed to a horizontal
accuracy of 0.25 cm as Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and vertical accuracy of 0.50 cm as RMSE.

2) The accuracy of the aerial triangulation needs to be within 0.50 cm as RMSE horizontally and 1.0 cm 
vertically as RMSE. 

For Topographic Mapping Products

According to the new ASPRS positional accuracy standards, for a digital surface model or digital
terrain model to be produced to meet a vertical accuracy class of 1 cm, the following conditions needs
to be satisfied:

1) The ground control used for the aerial triangulation process needs to be surveyed to a horizontal
accuracy of 0.25 cm as RMSE and vertical accuracy of 0.25 cm as RMSE.

2) The accuracy of the aerial triangulation needs to be within 0.50 cm as RMSE horizontally and 0.50
cm vertically as RMSE.

Looking at the stringent horizontal and vertical accuracy requirements for the ground control survey of
0.25 cm, an experienced mapper can see that real-time kinematic-GPS field surveying practices can-
not be utilized for this type of survey work and that costly differential levelling is the only method that 
can achieve such accuracy. The high cost of this highly accurate ground control survey is prohibitively 
expensive and not suitable for low-cost UAS-based products.

The new UAS-based mappers need to understand that most of the field survey work conducted to support 
aerial mapping usually meets an accuracy of 2 cm (as RMSE) unless otherwise requested. Ground control 
points surveyed to an accuracy of 2 cm are only useful to produce mapping products that are accurate to 
8 cm according to ASPRS standards and it does not support the 1-cm accuracy claim that many UAS-
based mappers advocate.

Collaboration and Certification

Finally, our success in using UAS for mapping product generation can be credited to the past
achievements within the photogrammetric community and the introduction of several innovative
approaches by the non-mapping community. This collaboration between the two communities has
resulted in an extremely efficient workflow for processing UAS products. Without this cooperation,
the use of UAS for mapping would not be as prevalent as it is today.

My advice for the UAS-operators-turned-mappers community is to understand that UAS is just
another platform to carry aerial cameras and other sensors. The mapping community has developed
techniques and processes to deal with imagery over the last century. I advise these UAS operators to
join the larger mapping community through participation, open dialogue, and seeking professional
mapping certification.
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Among its professional certifications, ASPRS offers two programs that are dedicated to professionals
who specialize in one or more of the following UAS activities:

1) design, operation, and management of survey, mapping, and remote sensing projects using UAS;

2) analytical techniques and methods for processing UAS-acquired data;

3) UAS system design and research;

4) performing or supervising routine tasks to collect, process, and interpret data acquired with UAS
for use in surveying, mapping and remote sensing applications.

In addition, I hope that members of the mapping community will embrace the presence of the new 
UAS operators-turned-mappers among us and support them by sharing their knowledge, fostering their 
education and giving advice. Working together will only enrich our geospatial mapping community, make 
us stronger professionals, and produce the best mapping products to benefit everyone.  Δ 8/11/2019 Harnessing Drones the Photogrammetric Way - xyHt

https://www.xyht.com/aerialuas/harnessing-drones-the-photogrammetric-way/ 14/17

Qassim A. Abdullah, PhD, CP, PLS is chief scientist and senior associate
at Woolpert. He is an ASPRS fellow and the recipient of the ASPRS
Lifetime Achievement and the Fairchild Photogrammetric awards.
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Qassim A. Abdullah, PhD, CP, PLS is chief scientist and senior 
associate at Woolpert. He is an ASPRS fellow and the recipient 

of  the ASPRS Lifetime Achievement and the Fairchild 
Photogrammetric awards.

Obituary - JACK GODDARD HORNE
Jack Goddard Horne, a resident of Santa Fe since 1948, passed away on Sunday, July 
7th, 2019. He was born in San Jon, New Mexico on October 21st, 1920. Always one to 
strive for precision, if asked his age, he would have said he was 98.709 years young at the 
time of his passing. Jack was a Purple Heart and Silver Star recipient for his courageous 
service in World War II in the Pacific Theatre. He served from March 1943 until December 
1946. When he returned to New Mexico after the war, Jack married Louise Thompson of 
Dora, NM who preceded him in death in 2001. They were married for 53 years. Jack is also 
preceded in death by his children Mike, Joe, Scot and Susan. 

As a civil engineer and land surveyor in Santa Fe for more than 50 years, Jack surveyed 
many properties in and around Santa Fe that contributed to Santa Fe's economic growth 
in the 1960's, 1970's and 1980's that are still important landmarks today including De 
Vargas Mall, Santa Fe Place Mall, Christus St. Vincent Hospital and Santa Fe Community 
College. At some point during all those years, every single one of his children worked 
for him. Jack is survived by children Bill,  Linda, Nick and Jeff and their spouses and 
partners.

Jack's Christian faith was a guiding force in his life and he was actively involved in his 
church and the Gideons of Santa Fe. He was always willing to help anyone in need and 
touched countless lives during his long and full life. He will be dearly missed by all who 
were fortunate enough to have known him. 

Shortened, published in Santa Fe New Mexican on July 13, 2019
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CNM News
Benchmarks  August 2019
Emiliano Salazar - President

Central New Mexico Community College
NMPS Student Chapter

This is an exciting time as the fall season and the start of the new school year 2019-2020 are 
quickly approaching.  As mentioned in the last article, the CNM NMPS Student Chapter will be 
finalizing the purchase of our outreach materials and equipment.  New promotional banners and 
media equipment will be used to showcase great work and past achievements by CNM Survey 
students in order to spark greater interest in Surveying.  By providing more outreach and survey 
outings/activities, we are hoping to bring current Survey students together for more networking as 
well as to provide an opportunity to any student a chance to learn about the surveying profession. 
Additionally, in the coming year Chapter members will offer tutoring assistance to those students 
enrolled in the Construction Layout & Land Surveying course and help mentor the incoming 
class. 

With the NMSU Online Geomatics Program now up and running, the CNM Chapter will stay 
involved to understand what things are going well, identify issues, obstacles or detours transfer 
students may encounter.  Another current event that the Chapter will stay abreast of during this 
year will be issues that students are facing related to the CNM Survey Associates Degree program 
which is no longer being offered to future students due to declining enrollment.  Δ

Right: 
CornerReconnaisance: 

Emiliano Salazar, 
Mathew Smith, and 

Cynthia Abeyta
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Paragraphs compiled by SaGES and augmented by Earl Burkholder
August 2019

The Surveying and Geomatics Educators Society (SaGES) is the formal name of what was previously 
known as the Surveying Educator’s Conference (and other names). The first meeting was held before 
WWII but, since then, the group has become more formalized in both organizational structure and meeting 
regularity – now having formal officers and meeting every two years. The 2017 meeting was in Corvallis, 
Oregon and the recent 2019 meeting was in Thibodaux, Louisiana at Nicholls State University. Plans are 
for SaGES to meet again in Calgary, Canada, in 2021. 

The SaGES meetings provide an opportunity for geomatics (and related discipline) educators and their 
families to interact both socially and professionally in a relaxed setting. An important part of each meeting 
is recognizing distinguished service and presentation of the SaGES Educator Award. 

This year, the Nominating Committee was presented with several candidates for the SaGES Educator 
Award. After considerable deliberation, the Committee decided to make two awards.

SaGES wishes to honor Dr. Steven M. Frank with one of the SaGES Educator Awards for 2019.

Unfortunately, Steve was not at the conference this year, but his former colleague, Earl F. Burkholder,  
accepted the award on his behalf and promised to convey the warm wishes of the assembled group to 
Dr. Frank.

Steve Frank started surveying in 1970 and was licensed as a surveyor in California in 1980. He worked at 
various places in California, and also had a stint surveying in Saudi Arabia for 3 years.

Some time later, he decided that getting an education in surveying might be a good idea, and in 1989 he 
received his BS degree in Surveying Engineering from California State University, Fresno. He stayed on 
at Fresno and received his MS degree in 1991. He then moved to Maine and completed his PhD at the 
University of Maine at Orono in 1994.

Upon completion, he moved to New Mexico State University in Las Cruces, NM, as an Assistant 
Professor. He became Head of the Surveying Engineering Department in 2002 and was promoted to Full 
Professor in 2009. Regretfully, due to low student enrollments, the Surveying Engineering Department 
was merged into the NMSU Engineering Technology Department in 2006 and Dr. Frank continued as the 
Surveying Engineering Program Coordinator until his retirement in 2017. 

He also gained his surveying license in New Mexico and was the 2007 New Mexico Surveyor of the 
Year.

During his time at NMSU, Steve has been heavily involved in teaching, consulting and research, as well 
as professional activity.

Dr. Steve Frank Receives SaGES Educator Award
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He has been heavily involved in FIG Commission 2, NSPS (including 6 years as New Mexico Governor 
to NSPS) and the New Mexico Professional Surveyors, including a stint as President. He has also been 
President and a Board member of AAGS. He was editor of SaLIS for many years, as well as a member of 
the Editorial Board of Survey Review.

Steve has been a program assessor, team chair, and commissioner with ABET over many years. He was a 
founding member of SaGES and was a Director and Board Member 2013-2017.

He has been devoted to teaching and the quality of teaching through ABET and professional societies. He 
was a member of the American Society for Engineering Education, as well as several other professional 
societies, and has been involved on their education committees.

Steve has worked to gain extensive experience for his students across New Mexico, and has been a strong 
proponent of ethics, to the extent of teaching ethics courses around the country.

It was therefore with considerable pride that SaGES awarded its Educator Award to 
Dr. Steven M. Frank.  Δ

Kery Greiner and Dr. Steven Frank
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OUTREACH AND RECRUITMENT 
TO 

MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOLS

It is September and students and teachers are back in school after fun summer vacations and 
adventures.  Now is the time to go to the schools and introduce the younger generation to 
surveying.  As some of you are aware, we have engaged in several STEM activities this past year 
promoting a career path in Surveying.  Something that we have recognized is that 99% of students 
from elementary school to high school have never heard of Surveying.  We would like to share our 
experiences and information with everyone in hopes that you will make a special effort this Fall 
to reach out to your local schools or youth groups.  

We understand that it can be a little intimidating to reach out to schools or teachers to let them 
know that you are interested.  We have talked to several people who are interested in getting 
involved but are just not sure how to get started.  The following is our guide to help anyone 
interested in promoting surveying in your local area.  You will be amazed by the interest you can 
generate in the students, teachers and parents just by taking some time to make a school visit and 
share your passion of surveying with them!
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The New Mexico Public Education Department recommends schools have some sort of STEM 
related teachers and classrooms.  This is just a recommendation so some schools may not have a 
STEM program, but we have found a lot of them do.  Your first step is to pick a school or youth 
group (Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts etc.) and inquire as to what STEM related programs or activities 
they may have.  Hopefully you will be introduced to the teacher or teachers in charge of these 
programs.  You will be surprised at how receptive they are to any outside help to develop ideas to 
teach the students.

From our past experiences the best way to keep students attentive and interested is to do hands on 
activities with them.  Some of these activities have several roles which gives the students more 
opportunities to be a contributing crew member.  We usually start out with a power point presenta-
tion to introduce ourselves.   We give them some visuals about what surveyors do and contribute 
to the world.  Of course, no one likes just looking at a power point for hours and same goes with 
these students.  We have found the biggest attention grabber is to take the students to the field and 
layout something on the ground that they can see and are familiar with.
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Layout Activities

Meet with school administrators, teachers, coaches and 
youth group leaders.  You will notice that most schools will 
have a STEM program or some type of Technology class.  
Girl Scouts and Boy scouts both have a badge that involves 
surveying activities.  For non-STEM schools reach out 
to the Math, Science or computer teachers.  In your 
initial meetings with them discuss the opportunities 
associated with surveying and the current demand.  During 
this meeting you can also coordinate on a date and what 
will be staked out as part of the activity.  

After the activity has been planned with school or group 
find a location that is fairly open so you have enough room 
to layout your letters or house.  We use 60D nails with 
whiskers to layout the points.  We then use a string line 
to tie the points together, then paint the line on the grass 
with inverted spray point which comes in many colors 
(hopefully you will pick their school colors).  Best thing 
is that grass grows and needs to be cut so it will only be 
there a short time.  Not only do the students enjoy running 
the rovers but also string lining and painting, mostly 
painting.  It is recommended for a class of 20-25 kids you 
have 2 rovers or robotic total stations in operation to keep 
the students busy.  
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Field Items needed:
-Hammer
-60D Nails
-String Line
-Paint 
-Whiskers
-GPS or Total Station

Survey Crew Tasks:
-1 Student carries the rod and watches the directions on the screen
-1 Student helps keep the bubble plumb
-1 Student carries the nail bucket
-1 Student hammers the nails
-1 Student ties the string from point to point
-1 Student Paints
-1 Student holds the “plans” and guides the crew on what point is next

Both of these activities present opportunities to showcase your toolset from RTK/GPS, Robotic 
Instruments, Drones, Laser scanners and much more.  This is about a 2 hour event and you may 
even have a drone to fly for a picture of the students and their project when it is completed. 
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Example 1: 
We have staked out team names or logos for the schools on their home football fields (this is for 
middle schools).  Most of the time middle school students who play football do not get a chance 
to have their logo on the field.  This activity stirs up excitement in the students and parents who 
attend the games.  This also creates conversation on how it got there and who put it there. 

Example 2: 
We took architectural drawings that were designed by the students in their normal class work.  We then 
created stake out points for the house exterior/interior walls, doorways and windows.  This activity gives 
the students a feel for the space created by their designs allowing them to actually walk through their 
designed house. You will not believe the empowerment they feel seeing something go from the computer 
to the ground that they designed.
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We would like everyone who participates in this to send pictures to dacosta@cstiinc.com.  These pictures 
will be shared on social media and will be published in Benchmarks.  Be sure to ask for permission before 
taking pictures.  Please don’t hesitate to contact us with any details you may need or questions about this.  
Go out and enjoy teaching surveying.  You will be surprised at the time spent and the good feeling you will 
have exposing the world to surveying.

STEM Groups that we visited this year that can be a resource for you as well.

1. Project Lead The Way (PLTW)
 Project Lead The Way provides transformative learning  experiences for PreK-12 students and   
 teachers across the U.S. We create an engaging, hands-on classroom environment and empower   
 students to develop in-demand knowledge and skills they need to thrive. We also provide 
 teachers with the training, resources, and support they need to engage students in real-world 
 learning.

2. Expanding Your Horizons (EYH)
 EYHN is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization dedicated to providing gateway STEM experiences to  
 middle and high school girls that spark interest in STEM activities and careers. We are guided 
 by the understanding that engaging with female STEM role models and participating in hands-on  
 STEM activities can help girls begin to see themselves pursuing STEM activities and careers.
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3. New Mexico Prep Academy (NMPREP)
 NM PREP Middle School Academy and NM PREP High School Academy are intensive two-  
 week residential summer STEM programs held on the campus of New Mexico State University.    
 The Academies have been designed to spark student interest in STEM, specifically in engineer  
 ing, while engaging students in leadership, team-building, and hands-on activities that simulate
 real-world engineering experiences.  Participating students gain insight into life on a university   
 campus, gain self-confidence and self-identity in studying and working on STEM projects,   
 and have the opportunity to interact ith other students from across the state, as well as current   
 NMSU  under- graduate students and engineering faculty.

4. Dream Keepers
 The Dream Keepers Summer (DKS) camp introduces Native American high school students to   
 educational and professional opportunities through fun experiences and a reflective environment.  
 This enrichment program sets Native youth on the path to actively pursue post secondary 
 education as well as careers involving agriculture, consumer sciences, environmental sciences, 
 engineering, and business. The (DKS) staff is committed to providing a space for youth to 
 expand their knowledge about available opportunities and build their confidence, enabling them 
 to set goals and work towards achieving their dreams.  

Kery Greiner - kery.greiner@gmail.com 575-520-6505
David Acosta - dacosta@cstiinc.com 575-644-0250  

The NCEES Surveying Education Award recognizes surveying/geomatics programs that have a broad 
and robust curriculum and best reflect NCEES’ mission to advance licensure for surveyors in order to 
safeguard the health, safety, and welfare of the public. The award jury met June 27, 2019, in Clemson, 
South Carolina, to select the winners. The award jury considered criteria such as student outcomes and 
involvement, outreach and recruitment, and the promotion of licensure.

The NMSU Geomatics faculty was tasked with composing a paper, answering several questions about our 
program which are listed below.

In 2019, NCEES awarded the New Mexico State University Geomatics/Surveying Engineering program 
the $25,000 grand prize. Six additional prizes were awarded to qualifying programs to assist with each 
program’s continued efforts to promote the importance and value of surveying licensure. Use of the funds 
awarded is encouraged to be incorporated into the surveying/geomatics programs.

NCEES Surveying Education Award juror Henry Dingle who is also a NSPS Representative said, “The 
jury was very impressed with the constant advancement of the geomatics/surveying engineering program 
over the last four years. It could be a model for other programs across the country.”

“This national recognition is particularly meaningful because NMSU recently redesigned the curriculum 
for its surveying and geomatics program,” said College of Engineering Dean Lakshmi N. Reddi. “The 
geomatics program was developed with substantial direction and support from industry, state and national 
professional societies. This recognition validates that our efforts were made in the right direction.”

The geomatics four-year bachelor’s degree features updated coursework that includes instruction on 

NCEES Education Award
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emerging technologies to define the world in which we live, such as drones, satellites and laser 
scanners. Students learn how to apply integrated mathematical and computational approaches to visualize 
and analyze geospatial data. They also learn the legal principles of boundary location, land development 
techniques and the geometric properties of the Earth. Graduates serve the needs of our community by 
safeguarding life, health and property and promoting the public welfare.

NMPS should be proud of their involvement in the redesign and revival of the program, this helps to retain 
our professional status and have the Geomatics program at New Mexico State University be recognized 
as the best program in the nation in 2019 by the National Council of Examiners for Engineers and 
Surveyors.

Evaluation criteria
Program Description and Uniqueness 
• Describe the program type (e.g., certification, 2-year, 4-year) and provide the name of the 
 program (e.g., Surveying…, Geomatics…) What surveying courses are offered/required in the   
 program?
• What is unique about the program compared to other surveying programs?
• What are the qualifications of the instructors? How many are full-time?  Adjunct?
• Is the program accredited?  If so, by what commission or association?
• What surveying tools, equipment, and technologies are used to teach students?
• How does the program remain current with surveying technology?

Above: NCEES awarded the New Mexico State University Geomatics/Surveying 
Engineering program the $25,000 grand prize. LTR - Kery Greiner, David Acosta, 

Dr. Ahmed Elaksher and Dr Ruinian Jiang.  
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Student Engagement and 
real-world application
• What is the primary learning 
 objective for the program?
• What are the student outcomes, 
 and how are they assessed? 
 Are surveying internships 
 incorporated  into your program?
• Are students engaged in assignments or projects that involve real-world application?
• Are instructors and/or students involved in research and development activities?  Provide brief   
 examples.

Student involvement in clubs & professional associations
• Are students active in surveying clubs and professional associations?  What activities do they   
 do? 
• Have students participated in any surveying competitions within the last two academic years?
• Are students engaged in community service projects?  If so, briefly describe them, differentiating  
 non-technical humanitarian projects from those that are tied to the curriculum or that required the  
 use of surveying skills 

Outreach, recruitment and program growth
• How, and from where, does the program recruit students?
• What are the enrollment numbers for the program for the past 3 years?
• Are external licensed surveyors involved in the program?  If so, how?
• Does the program seek assistance or support from external associations, societies, or firms?
• What efforts have been made to grow the program?  What efforts are planned for the future?
• Does your program have marketing materials for outreach/recruitment purposes?  If so, please   
 include with the submittal.

Promotion and preparation of Licensure
• How is professional licensure promoted to students?
• Are students encouraged or required to take the FS exam before graduation?  What support is   
 given to them?
• How many and what percentage of students take and pass the FS exam before graduation?
• How do you track if students attain licensure post-graduation?  Provide data if available.

Summary of why we should receive the award and how we will use it to further our program / 
benefits / merits / (essay)
• Why should the program receive this award?
• How would this award, if received, benefit the program?
• How will this award, if received, advance professional licensure for surveyors and promote the   
 surveying profession?  Δ
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Sustaining Membership 
The Sustaining Membership category is reserved for Professional Surveying Companies represented by a New Mexico 
Professional Surveyor and for individual New Mexico Professional Surveyors.  Please contact the NMPS office for more 

information or to upgrade your existing membership.

Kery Greiner
Tierra Surveys, LLC, 
Las Cruces, NM

Ira Hardin
Hardin Engineering
Las Cruces, NM

Russ Hugg
9384 Valley View Dr. NW
Albuquerque, NM

Thomas Johnston
Wayjohn Surveying Inc. 
Albuquerque, NM

Keith Stickford 
North Star Land Surveying
La Jara, NM 

Salvador Vigil
Land Surveying Co., LLC
Santa Fe, NM

Tim Aldrich 
Aldrich Land Surveying 
Albuquerque, NM

Earl F. Burkholder
Global Cogo, Inc.
Las Cruces, NM 

Isaac Camacho
Brock & Bustillos Inc.
Las Cruces, NM 

Douglas W. Copeland 
Douglas W. Copeland PEPS
T or C, NM 

Marc A. DePauli 
DePauli Engineering & 
Surveying, LLC 
Gallup, NM

Russell  Elliott
Elliott Surveying 
Albuquerque, NM

Thank you for your support!

Sustaining Members   

Corporate Member  

GeoShack
Dallas and El Paso, TX  and
Albuquerque, NM



New Mexico Professional Surveyors
52 El Dorado Rd
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